The easier way to render DITA and XML
TopLeaf is a professional DITA and XML publishing system from Turn-Key Systems. TopLeaf
combines a powerful rendering engine with a stylesheet development toolkit that allows complex
document styles to be set up quickly. There's no need to master complex technologies like XSL-FO
or call in programmers to style your documents. Using TopLeaf is simple and direct — the easier
way to render DITA and XML.

TopLeaf and DITA
-

Built-in support for DITA publishing
Integration with different editing
and/or production environments
Stylesheet development toolkit
Single source publishing
Output to PDF, RTF, HTML and eBook
Workstation or API
Low purchase, setup and maintenance
costs

The most flexible and cost effective DITA and
XML publishing tool in the world today!

TopLeaf offers a unique DITA publishing
experience, with built-in features to facilitate
the creation of efficient and powerful
stylesheets for styling DITA documents.
The inheritance mechanism of DITA is fully
supported, allowing a single stylesheet rule to
apply to many different elements. Stylesheets
can also take advantage of DITA element
specialization.
TopLeaf comes with a ready-made stylesheet
you can use to quickly create output from any
DITA document. By copying and customizing
this stylesheet you can tailor the output to your
precise requirements.

Single source publishing
TopLeaf excels when your XML content must be
delivered in several formats or updated and
delivered at frequent intervals.
Define the styling requirements for multiple output
formats within a single stylesheet in a fraction of
the time required by traditional methods, without
the need for specialist programming or typesetting
staff.
TopLeaf can get your data where it’s needed in a
form that maximises its value. With TopLeaf you’ll
realize how versatile your content is.

Faster stylesheet development
TopLeaf's stylesheet development toolkit makes it
easy to create professional quality output without
the need for specialized programming skills.
A TopLeaf stylesheet declares a set of rules that
interpret DITA and XML mark-up as contextsensitive formatting instructions. The rules work
together to transform your content into PDF, RTF,
HTML and eBooks.
Create your stylesheet using TopLeaf's Mapping
and Page Layout Editors, typeset your content, and
then use the TopLeaf Mapping Assistant to verify
that your stylesheet rules meet your publishing
requirements.
TopLeaf is flexible enough to fit in with your existing business processes. Whether you

Flexible system integration
TopLeaf is perfect in automated environments,
including server-based integrated applications
based around content management systems
(CMS). TopLeaf's API* interface integrates easily
with popular DITA and XML authoring tools and
third party applications.
Create and maintain document styles using
TopLeaf's stylesheet development toolkit, store
those stylesheets within your CMS, and then
generate output documents on demand.
ing on a single publication or a team of authors spread across the globe,
publisher on a desktop, as an alternative to a Content Management System

*

TopLeaf Professional Plus or TopLeaf Enterprise license required
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